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Web: www.campbellins.com 
Size:  40 employees 
Location: Lynchburg, VA 
Industry: Insurance 
 
Customer Profile:  
 
For 95 years, Campbell 
Insurance and their Trusted 
Advisors have been focused 
on developing strong 
relationships and reducing 
risk for their clients. 
 

 

Project objectives: 

! Provide latest office 
productivity software 
features. 

! Eliminate single points 
of failure for email & 
office suite software. 

! Support an overall 
business continuity 
strategy. 

! Reduce IT licensing & 
support costs.  

 
Solution components: 
 
! Office 365 Cloud-based 

Office suite. 
! ALI Project Deployment 

Services. 
 
 
 
 

 
Moving to the cloud brought big benefits for 
operations, business continuity and 
customer service.  
 
“Customer service is critical to our business.  We were 
glad to find a solution that will help us take care of 
clients even during weather emergencies or outages.  
Being able to save money while providing a higher level 
of service made this decision easy.” 

Tracy F. Sales, Information Technology Coordinator, Campbell Insurance 

Situation  
 
For many years, Campbell Insurance has relied on Microsoft Office and 
Microsoft Exchange to help run their business.  As an insurance 
company, reliable, professional client communications are critical.   
 
Their existing Exchange email server was at the end of its life, and was 
becoming expensive to maintain.  Additionally it did not provide any 
redundancy in case of hardware failure or situational emergencies.  
 
Migrating to the cloud with Microsoft Office 365 provided some 
compelling value: 
 
• No hardware to buy.  
• No single point of failure. 
• No backup system: data now stored in the cloud. 
• No SPAM software to buy. 
• No need to buy a separate email license. 
• Guaranteed uptime backed by Microsoft. 
 
Office 365 is  a big shift in the way that office productivity and email 
applications are being delivered.  Now people can access, create and 
share documents on any mainstream device, from any location.  They 
also have email, and access to additional features like Instant 
Messaging, Social Media and video conferencing. 
 
A move to the cloud made sense to Campbell Insurance as a means to 
manage their own risk and support their Business Continuity plans.  
Now if their offices are affected by emergencies or outages, they can 
still take care of their clients. 
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Cost savings 
Office 365 provided Campbell Insurance both 
short term and long-term financial benefits: 

Hardware & Software Savings: 

Immediately, they avoided spending almost 
$80,000 in hardware and software. Before 
they would have bought new servers, data 
backup systems, Office Suite licenses and 
anti-spam software. 

Implementation Savings: 

ALI performed the cloud migration in much 
less time than it would have taken to upgrade 
an on-premise solution.   

 

 

 

Before the cloud, this migration would have taken 
80 man-hours over the course of 6 weeks.   

Instead, the upgrade took less than 12 hours.  In 
fact, the bulk of the work was performed in one 
night.  There was no disruption to employees, 
who only saw only intuitive new features at their 
fingertips.   

Ongoing Cost Savings: 

Campbell Insurance’s capital expenditures have 
been significantly reduced; and their operating 
expense for these services is less than 
$500/month.  By freeing their staff from managing 
the routine support of on-premise servers, they 
are saving even more. 

 
Key Project  Benefits:  
 

! Zero downtime & Business Continuity.  Servers are patched and maintained by Microsoft.  
Data is distributed across many servers in the Microsoft cloud; so maintenance downtime is 
typically invisible. 

! Immediate and ongoing cost savings.  By eliminating the need to buy servers and manage 
them in-house, Campbell Insurance is saving money. 

! The benefit of “the cloud” backed by local IT support.  ALI and Campbell Insurance have a 
long established and trusted relationship for IT expertise.   When additional support needs arise, 
the ALI team they know and trust is still at their service. 

 

Ready to explore how your organization can benefit from cloud services? 
Email and Office are just two possible options that can be delivered via the cloud.  We also offer a wide range 
of cloud services including hosting and managing from our own Brush Mountain Data Center.  Everything from 
hosted voice services to data backup and more.   

Contact us today and we’ll set up a time to meet with you in person. 
 

Phone: (800) 283-2648 
Email: info@ali-inc.com 

 

 
 

 


